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GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
REPORT 

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED 
IN LOGISTICS SUPPORT FOR THE 
STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE 

DIGEST ------ 

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act (Public 
Law 94-163, Dec. 22, 1975) authorized a Stra- 
tegic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) of up to 1 bil- 
lion barrels of oil for use during energy 
supply disruptions. The Department of Energy 
(DOE) has management responsibility for the 
SPR and currently plans to complete a 750- 
million-barrel Reserve by fiscal year 1991. 
Cumulative funding for the Reserve through 
fiscal year 1983 totaled $14.3 billion--$12.4 
billion for oil purchases and $1.9 billion for 
facilities. 

The $1.9 billion expended for facilities has 
funded the development, operations, and main- 
tenance of five sites in Louisiana and Texas 
at which oil is stored and the design of a 
sixth site at Big Hill, Texas. It has also 
funded the construction and operation of a 
government-owned marine terminal and DOE fa- 
cilities at two commercially-owned terminals 
used to receive oil deliveries for storage in 
the SPR. The storage sites and terminals are 
composed of large underground storage caverns 
and above-ground tanks interconnected by a 
complex array of pipelines and fittings, 
pumps f motors, valves, meters, and instrumen- 
tation and control links. 

The size and complexities of SPR facilities 
and operations require extensive logistics 
support (the means of procuring, maintaining, 
storing, and controlling materials and equip- 
ment) to meet operational demands. The logis- 
tics support system DOE adopted for the SPR 
was based on similar systems used by the 
Department of Defense for large projects, 

Under the Defense logistics support concept, 
the planning process for how project facili- 
ties and equipment are to be maintained and 
supported with spare and repair parts should 
be conducted at the same time as, and combined 
with, the overall project design process. For 
example, once a need for pumping equipment is 
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determined during the design stage, planning 
should b'e started for purchasing the equip- 
ment, identifying spare parts requirements, 
and establishing maintenance schedules. Inte- 
grating these planning and design processes 
typically prolduces savings by standardizing 
equipment and parts; simplifying maintenance 
procedures; and reducing costs during the 
procurement, construction, and operations 
processes. 

Because effective logistics support is vital 
to the successful operation of the SPR-- 
particularly to DOE's ability to withdraw oil 
when needed--GAG reviewed DOE's efforts to 
develop and implement an integrated logistics 
support system for the SPR. The review is one 
part of a comprehensive effort to evaluate 
DOE's performance in developing, filling, and 
maintaining the SPR. On March 8, 1984, the 
Chairman and the Ranking Minority Member of 
the Senate Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee asked that the findings and any 
recommendations resulting from GAO reviews of 
SPR program activities be repotted to the 
Committee. 

GAO conducted its review of the logistics 
support system at the SPR's Project Management 
Office in New Orleans8 Louisiana, and at three 
of the five existing oil storage sites. The 
detailed audit work covered SPR activities 
from 1978 to February 1983 and included 
examining numerous documents related to SPR 
site activities associated with logistics sup- 
port development and interviewing DOE and con- 
tractor officials. Because of DOE's on-going 
development of the logistics support system, 
GAO continued to test system implementation 
during periodic site visits until March 1984. 
This included a limited review of DOE activi- 
ties at its new Big Hill, Texas, site now 
under construction. 

DOE EFFORTS TO DEVELOP SPR 
LOGISTICS SUPPORT HAVE NOT 
BEEN COMPLETELY SUCCESSFUL 

DOE's primary interest during its initial 
planning for the construction of the SPR 
(1976-77) was to store oil underground as 
quickly as possible. Although DOE recognized 
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the importing of a logistics support system, 
it defmrlerd' arry effort to implement such a 
system fd~le the mm. Due to the absence of an 
initial inbtograteld Ilo8gistics suppo'rt plarmhg 
effort CW%~ltard with DOE's emphasis on ia&Bw- 
ing oil sNEcriI'rtig~uBC! goa1s8, D'OE purchased many m~o~n- 
standardized pumpsI valves, and other items' of 
equipment@ or used tholse already in pl~e when 
it acquir5M existing storage facilities in the 
early phase of SPR construction, This situa- 
tion complicated the process of obtaining 
spare and rep~air parts when mechanical compo- 
nents beg~llgun to break dokn and equipme8nt manu- 
facturezs had either gone out of business or 
no Yo8nger gtloeked needed replacement parts,, 
By 19~78, equipment failures began to adversely 
affect Doitils ability to meet oil storage smite 
development and oil-fill goals. 

After these problems arose, DOE initiated 
logistics support planning. Although DOE 
intendBed to make its operations and mainten- 
ance coIntractor the focal point for this work, 
the contract scope of work was not clear in 
this regard. DOE ultimately had to modify the 
contract at increased cost to add the logis- 
tics support responsibilities. (See p. 10.) 

DOE provided funds specifically for logistics 
support development and the purchase of spare 
parts. Progress was slow, however, because 
the contractor used most of these funds for 
other activities, mainly related to oil fill, 
that it believed DOE was emphasizing. Accord- 
ing to DOE" the contractor was expected to 
exercise its discretion in using funds pro- 
vided to accomplish its overall mission. How- 
ever, while the contractor could use funds 
provided for specific purposes on other 
contract-related activities without notifying 
DOE, DOE also told GAO that the lack of prog- 
ress in completing the logistics support sys- 
tem was caused by poor contractor performance. 
The contractor, however, attributed its inabil- 
ity to complete system development to the low 
priority given by DOE. (See pp. 10, 11, 15, 
and 24.) 

Although both factors--DOE's low priority and 
the contractor's performance--may have contri- 
buted to the logistics system not being com- 
pleted by the contractor, GAO believes that 
DOE would have been in a better position to 
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identify and r~s~o~lv~~ the problems that oc- 
curred if 'it lhu#adm bun ~more aware of how the 
contractiw ac~tua,llyaoed the funds that had 
been spe~~if~~Pea~,lly p~r@vided fo'r logistics sup- 
port devielolmem@ and;, sipare parts acquisition. 

Became of t'he WMWMO~&~~~S uns'atisfactory 
performanoa in deve~lopinq the lolgistics sup- 
port system , DQ196 diretited the contractor to 
stop work ofn it in mid-1981. Wo'rk on the 
logistics ~suppncl~~lzt raglysNtem resumed in 1982 when 
DOE hired a ~~~BWIW opelrations and maintenance 
contractor. DOE defined the logistics support 
resgonsibilitfos more clearly in this con- 
tract, and the oontractor started a new effort 
to develop a Polgistics support system. How- 
ever, the new contractor's progress has been 
slower than originally expected, and DOE's due 
dates for various segments of the system have 
been consistently missed. In addition, al- 
though the contractor had completed the basic 
logistic support system structure and acquired 
additional slpare parts by September 30, 1983, 
the contractor had not developed the system's 
data base for equipment operating and mainten- 
ance histories and therefore could not ac- 
curately determine spare parts requirements. 
(See pp. 10 thru 13.) 

In February 1984, DOE'S contractor reported 
that the system data base was still incom- 
plete. Without a complete data base, the 
logistics system cannot accurately estimate 
spare parts requirements. Even though the 
inventory of spare parts was increased in 
1983, GAO believes there is still a question 
as to whether those spare parts stocks are 
adequate to meet the needs of the SPR. (See 
pp. 16 and 17.) 

Although GA6 estimated that development of 
the logistics support system has cost at least 
$9.8 million, the actual cost is uncertain be- 
cause DOE could not track the costs incurred 
by some of its contractors. The former opera- 
tions and maintenance contractor could not 
specifically identify such costs and, while 
the current contractor identifies logistics- 
related costs, the accuracy of the contrac- 
tor's records has been questioned by the 
Defense Contract Audit Agency. (See pp. 22 to 
25.) 
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PLAr;llNIW AT,,,NHM ,Ir;TQRAGE SITE 

WE's approach to logistics support develop- 
ment far the Eig Hill storage site appears to 
be more c~s~istent with accepted Defense con- 
cepts than its previous efforts at the other 
sites, D&I fncYuded logistics planning in the 
design of the sjite, and the engineering con- 
tractor has eampleted an integrated logistics 
support plan for the site. 

To better coordinate site design and future 
maintenance and operations of the completed 
faciLityr DOE is also involving the current 
operations and maintenance contractor in the 
storage site design activities. DOE expects 
that the contractor's operating experience at 
the existing SPR sites will help identify and 
resolve design problems before construction 
begins and assure that operations and main- 
tenance practices are compatible at all 
sites. (See p. 13.) 

GAO believes DOE has the opportunity at the 
Sig Hill site to incorporate many of the 
lessons learned in developing the first five 
sites. Although DOE is moving in this direc- 
tion, GAO also believes that DOE must closely 
monitor its contractors' logistics support 
activities to keep them on schedule and within 
cost estimates. 

CONTRACT AWARD FEES PAID FOR 
LESS THAN SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE 

DOE paid performance incentive bonuses to 
contractors for logistics support work as well 
as other work tasks. In the period 1979 to 
1982, the operations and maintenance contrac- 
tor earned about $2 million in award fees. 
The award fee plan used by DOE allowed the 
contractor to earn up to 40 percent of the 
total award fee available even when perform- 
ance was rated as "substandard" or "poor.W 
For the period January through March 1981, for 
example, DOE rated the contractor's perform- 
ance in buying and warehousing.spare parts as 
"substandard" and its performance on logistics 
support development as "~ooT.'~ Nevertheless, 
as provided in the contract award fee plan, 
DOE awarded the contractor $3,321 of the 
$14,235 award fee available during the period 
for these tasks. 



DOE modified the award fee structure in its cur- 
rent operations and maintenance contract. This 
contract requires significantly better perform- 
ance rating ~GZQWS than the previous contract 
required for p'ayment of award fee. Nowever, the 
contract ~1Jlqwgr~lls up to 10 percent of the award 
fee to be peeid for "substandard" performance. 

Although the new contractor's progress in complet- 
ing the lo~glEpxOincs support system has been slower 
than expected, PCIEml in 1982 and early 1983, rated 
the contractor's work in the performance area that 
included logistics-related activities as “out- 
standing." Bseause logistics-related activities 
were only a caaponent of the performance area 
rated, it is difficult to determine the relation- 
ship between performance on logistics activities 
and fee awards. (See pp. 26 to 28.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO recommends that the Secretary of Energy 
instruct the SPR Project Manager to: 

--Develop a cost tracking system that clearly 
identifies costs being incurred in the devel- 
opment and operation of the SPR logistics 
support system. 

--Structure award fee plans in future contracts 
so that award fees are not paid for less than 
satisfactory performance and such payments are 
clearly linked to the contractor's actual 
achievement in meeting stated objectives. 

Given the past problems encountered in develop- 
ing an integrated logistics support system, GAO 
also recommends that the Secretary of Energy in- 
struct the SPR Project Manager to closely moni- 
tor logistics support development activities at 
the new oil storage site to ensure timely com- 
pletion and implementation. 

AGENCY AND CONTRACTOR 
COMMENTS AND GAO’s EVALUATION 

GAO obtained written comments from DOE and its 
current operations and maintenance contractor. 
Representatives of the former operations and 
maintenance contractor provided oral comments. 
DOE supported the thrust of the report regard- 
ing the need for integrated logistics support 
planning and implementation and agreed with 
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the need for improvement in areas covered by 
recommendations. 

Ci%O made changes in the report based on the 
comments of DlOE and the contractors as it 
deemed appropriate. The written comments 
submitted by DOE and its current contractor 
are reproduced in appendixes I and II, 
respectively. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act (Public Law 94-163, 
Dec. 22, 1975) authorized the creation of a Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve (SPR) to store up to 1 billion barrels of oil and required 
that the SPR contain at least 150 million barrels by the end of 
1978. The Federal Energy Administration (FEA) was initially re- 
sponsible for developing the SPR. However, responsibility was 
transferred to the Department of Energy (DOE) when it was estab- 
lished in October 1977.j In its SPR Plan, which was submitted to 
the Congress in February 1977, DOE proposed to develop and fill a 
500-million-barrel SPR by December 1982. This plan was subse- 
quently amended, and DOE currently plans to complete a 
7SO-million-barrel SPR in 1991. 

SPR FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT 

DOE has a three-phase program for developing and filling the 
SPR to the 7500million-barrel level. SPR oil is being stored in 
underground salt caverns and a salt mine at six sites. (See table 
1.1 

Table 1 

SPR Storage Capacity 

Storage facility Phase II Phase III 

-------(millions of barrels)------ 

Bayou Choctaw, LA 
Weeks Island, LA 
West Hackberry, LA 
Sulphur Mines, LA 
Bryan Maund, TX 
Big Hill, TX 

47 10 
73 
49 160 20 
26 
65 120 40 

140 -- 

Total 260 290 200 
- - - 

These storage facilities are connected by pipeline to three marine 
terminals that receive oil deliveries for storage in the SPR. DOE 
owns and operates one marine terminal at St. James, Louisiana, and 
has multiyear contracts to use two commercial terminals at 
Nederland and Freeport, Texas. 

Phase I of the program, which is complete, converted five 
sites with existing underground storage capacity into SPR storage 

-----e-e 

'For simplicity, activities and actions carried out by FEA are 
hereafter attributed to DOE. 
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facilities. 
for 

DOE certified 260 million barrels of storage capacity 
long-term oil storage and added wells, oil and water pipe- 

lines, pumps, meters, 
related buildings. 

firefighting and security systems, and 
Phase II, which was started in 1979, is adding 

290 million barrels of newly created storage capacity. DOE is 
leaching caverns out of underground salt formations--a repetitive 
process of pumping in fresh water and pumping out the resultant 
brine. Phase III began in 1982 and will add 200 million barrels 
of storage capacity. Construction at the new Big Hill storage 
site began in the spring of 1983. 

Responsibility for ,facilities development 

Initially, responsibility for developing the SPR was based at 
DOE’s SPR Program Office in Washington, D.C. However, to improve 
the overall management of the SPR, DOE set up a Project Management 
Office in New Orleans, Louisiana, in early 1979 and divided re- 
sponsibilities between the program office and the project office. 
The Deputy Assistant Secretary for SPR heads the program office 
and is responsible for overall program management and planning. 
Until June 1983, the Project Manager, who heads the project of- 
fice, was responsible for the day-to-day design, development, 
construction, operation, and maintenance of SPR facilities. In 
June 1983, the Secretary of Energy announced that management of 
the SPR project office was transferred from New Orleans to the Oak 
Ridge Operations Office in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

DOE has mainly relied on contractors to develop, operate, and 
maintain SPR facilities. As of October 24, 1983, DOE was employ- 
ing 53 contractors to construct facilities and pipelines, leach 
additional storage capacity, operate and maintain facilities, pro- 
vide security, conduct analyses, 
assistance. 

and provide management 

Integrated logistics support 

An integrated logistics support (ILS) system is designed to 
incorporate a facility's maintenance program into the design and 
operation of the facility. Among other things, logistics support 
includes spare and repair parts, support equipment, tools, ware- 
housing, technical documentation, computerized inventory control 
systems, and associated personnel. Early identification of logis- 
tics support needs is important because engineering decisions on 
system hardware and equipment design and fabrication can include 
trade-offs between operational and support requirements. Maximiz- 
ing the use of standard equipment and parts and documenting tech- 
nical data simplify maintenance and can also result in procurement 
and construction cost savings. 

The importance of ILS planning has been recognized in Depart- 
ment of Defense (Defense) policies, directives, and regulations 
for many years. According to Defense guidance on ILS implementa- 
tion, logistics support represents a major portion of the total 
cost over the life-cycle of a system and is sometimes the 
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principal cost item. Integrating logistics considerations into 
the conceptual planning and throughout the entire design and 
development process can reduce support costs substantially and 
increase the operatian,al reliability of the system. 

DOE has recogniased the? importance of an ILS system: however, 
DOE gave priority to o'il-fill activities in the first years of the 
SPR program. SFR storage facilities acquisition, design, and 
construction activities began in 1976. DOE did not begin to 
develop an ILS system until late 1978 and did not complete an ILS 
policy until October 1979. This policy was based to some extent 
on Defense standards and regulations. 

Logistics suppo'rt,, including the acquisition and warehousing 
of spare and repair parts, is currently the responsibility of the 
operations and maintenance contractor. DOE hired Dravo Utility 
Constructors, Inc. (DUCI), in 1978 to serve as the operations and 
maintenance contractor, but DUCI did not assume responsibility for 
all ILS activities until 1980. In January 1982, DUCI was replaced 
by Petroleum Operations and Support Services, Inc. (POSSI). POSSI 
signed a 3-year contract with an option for 2 additional years. 
Since the program began, eight different contractors have been in- 
volved to varying degrees in designing and/or implementing an ILS 
system for the SPR sites. (See table 2.) 



Table2 

f&xgxa~~r zlia@mm~ra~~ Date 

Sandia Laborateries 1978 

Parsons-Gilbane 1978-79 

L%zavo Utility i&cision Planning 1979-82 
Constructors, Inc. @rp.; 

Wlidated 
lilxhnical Services; 

U.S. Army corps of B;DM 1979-81 
Engineers 

PB-KRB, Inc. Science Applica- 
tions, Inc. 

1979 

Aerospace Corp. Scienoe Applica- 1980-82 
tions,Inc. 

Petroleun Operations PLT E%qineers, Inc.; 1982-84 
and Sumrt Serv- CACI-Federal, Inc. 
ices, Inc. 

Walk, Haydeland 
Associates 

1983-84 

IRuesponsibility 

-sign of mnitoring 
program to ensure 
storagh site 
integrit$ 

Construction manager 
given reslponsibility 
for spare parts 
acquisition 

Operations and main- 
tenance contractor 
for all SPR 
facilities; 
initially 
responsible for 
acquisition of 
maintenance parts; 
made responsible for 
entire ILS in 1980 

Systems-engineering 
master plan 

Conceptual ILS plan 

Design and implementa- 
tion of a totally 
integrated engineer- 
ing effort, includ- 
ing analysesof 
logistics support 

*rations and main- 
tenance manager for 
all SPR facilities; 
responsible for the 
design and imple- 
mentation of an ILS 
system 

Design engineering for 
the new phase III 
site at Big Hill, 
Texas 



OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AHD METHODOLOGY 

As part of our effort to evaluate DOE's performance in 
developing, maintaining, and filling the SPR, we are conducting a 
series of reviews of SPR program activities. On March 8, 1984, 
the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the Senate Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee asked that the findings and any 
recommendations resulting from these reviews be reported to the 
Committee. 

The objectives of this review were to determine whether 
(1) DOE and its contractors are providing adequate logistics sup- 
port to the SPR program to ensure that spare parts, warehousing 
facilities, and property management systems are in place and (2) 
DOE has effectively managed its ILS-related contractor activi- 
ties. To assess DOE's development of an ILS capability for the 
SPR, we compared the actions taken by DOE with those envisioned 
in established Defense directives, regulations, and standards on 
logistics planning and systems engineering, including those of the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

To assess DOE's management of contractors, we examined numer- 
ous contracts, contract modifications, work directives, DOE and 
contractor reports, administrative files, and correspondence. We 
interviewed officials from the SPR Program Office, the SPR Project 
Management Office, and contractors hired to develop the ILS sys- 
tem. 

We also visited three storage sites to observe DOE's ware- 
house facilities and property management systems for spare and 
repair parts inventories. At these sites we tested the accuracy 
and completeness of records used to account for and control the 
inventories. 

We assessed DOE's efforts to develop an ILS system for the 
new Phase III storage site by interviewing representatives of the 
two SPR architectural and engineering contractors designing Phase 
III facilities, by examining these firms' contracts to assess 
their requirements for ILS planning, and by interviewing SPR 
officials to clarify contract requirements. 

Our review was conducted in accordance with generally 
accepted government auditing standards. Our audit work was con- 
ducted from June 1982 through February 1983. Followup work was 
done between October 1983 and March 1984. 

We sent a draft of this report to DOE and selected portions 
of it to POSSI and DUCI for review. DOE and POSSI provided 
written comments (see apps. I and II). Representatives of DUCI 
(now Dravo Constructors, Inc.) met with us to discuss their com- 
ments. We made changes to the report, as appropriate, based on 
these comments. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DECAYED LIGCESTICS SUPPORT PLANNING 

CAUS~ED BR(X!%EMS AT THE SPR STORAGE SITES 

DOE began the initial design and development work for the SPR 
in 1976. Integrated logistics support planning, however, was not 
included in this early effort because primary emphasis was placed 
on responding to legislative and presidential mandates to achieve 
ambitious oil-fill targets. DOE initiated its ILS planning in 
1978 after SPR facilities began to experience system reliability 
problems caused by failures of nonstandard pumps, motors, and 
other equipment that were difficult to repair and by extensive 
corrosion problems. This initial planning effort was performed by 
several contractors. In addition, DOE attempted to make its SPR 
operations and maintenance contractor, DUCI, the focal point for 
ILS development. However, an ill-defined work scope in the con- 
tract relating to DUCI's responsibilities in this area and DOE's 
continued emphasis on oil-fill activities delayed the ILS work so 
that by early 1982 little progress had been made. A change in 
contractors in January 1982 has brought about some improvement but 
progress to date has been slower than expected. As of March 31, 
1984, the ILS system was still not fully completed. DOE's current 
efforts to develop a new Phase III storage site at Big Hill, 
Texas, include incorporating a number of ILS features intended to 
avoid the problems encountered in developing the Phase I and II 
sites. Some of these activities, however, are falling behind 
schedule. 

AS a consequence of delays in ILS development, the SPR sites 
experienced the kinds of problems that early ILS development may 
have helped avoid, such as acquisition of nonstandard equipment, 
inadequate spare and repair parts inventory levels, inadequate 
warehouse facilities for controlling and protecting inventory 
items, and a poor property records system. DOE has recognized 
these problems and is taking corrective actions. There is no 
certainty, however, that these actions will fully resolve all of 
the problems. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPR LOGISTICS SUPPORT SYSTEM 

In order to maximize oil fill during the early years of the 
SPR, DOE obtained a variety of existing storage caverns and equip- 
ment and gave low priority to developing a logistics support sys- 
tem and other activities which it believed were not essential to 
achieve its short-term goal. However, when equipment failures 
raised concerns that nonstandardized components and spare parts 
shortages were adversely affecting SPR development, DOE initiated 
an ILS development program. DOE and contractor efforts have not 
been totally successful, however, and a fully operable ILS system 
had not been achieved as of March 31, 1984. 
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Facility equipment was not standardized 

Equipment standardization is the process of establishing 
uniformity of items to minimize the variety of such items and to 
maximize interchangeability. Department of Defense guidance on 
ILS states that standardizing equipment and components in con- 
structing a system minimizes the number of different spare and 
repair parts, support and test equipment, and training material 
required to support the system. Standardization, in addition to 
improving reliability and maintainability, also reduces system 
support costs. 

As the result of DOE's decision to concentrate on oil fill 
and postpone the development of a logistics support system, equip- 
ment and components, such as pumps and valves, at SPR sites were 
not standardized, Instead a conglomeration of parts and equipment 
was acquired for the SPR sites. In order to quickly obtain stor- 
age capacity, existing caverns and equipment were purchased from a 
variety of owners, who had used them for a variety of purposes. 
In addition, DOE's emphasis on starting oil-fill operations left 
insufficient time for suppliers to manufacture and ship standard- 
ized, interchangeable parts and equipment. According to DOE, some 
standardization problems also resulted because the Federal Pro- 
curement Regulations prevented it from obtaining all quantities of 
a particular type of equipment from one supplier. DOE and its 
contractors, therefore, used available equipment and acquired 
other equipment without achieving the greatest degree of standard- 
ization or interchangeability possible. 

Because the opportunities for greater standardization of 
equipment and components were not realized, the SPR Phase I and II 
storage facilities' systems include many nonstandard components, 
i.e., a variety of components which perform similar functions. 
This complicates the process of maintaining an appropriate level 
of spare and repair parts. Also, because existing equipment was 
acquired at some sites, replacement parts must be specially made 
for equipment which is no longer being manufactured. For example, 
parts are no longer available for a 36-inch valve manufactured 
about 25 years ago because the manufacturer went out of business 
15 years ago. Having repair parts custom made is costly; however, 
it is the only way to maintain the equipment without replacing it. 

Early ILS design activities 

Beyond the problem of equipment standardization, in 1978 
several logistics support problems surfaced. DOE's 1978 annual 
SPR report indicated deficiencies in several areas, including 
integrated logistics management, analyses of equipment failures, 
equipment reliability, and design trade-offs between system 
effectiveness and economy. The SPR was also experiencing problems 
caused by weak systems-engineering management; unacceptably high 
pipe corrosion from brine exposure; and pump and motor failures, 
resulting in part from improper installation, maintenance, and 
operating procedures. 
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DOE recognized that the problems resulted from insufficient 
attention to planning an equipment maintenance program and obtain- 
ing a sufficient supply of spare parts. In the January 1979 Pro- 
gram Stewardship Report MO. 2, DOE's Deputy Under Secretary ax 
the Project Manager noted that steps had been taken to acquire 
systems-engineering wpperrt for the SPR. They reported that the 
"Initial underinvestment in integrated logistics affected program 
progress," but that this matter was "now receiving catch-up prio'r- 
ity attention throughout all phases of the SPR system." The re- 
port indicated that questions about the reliability of the SPR 
system had been raised in part because of an insufficient supply 
of spare parts and because of pump and motor failure investiga- 
tions. ReLiability, however, was said to be improving with the 
acquisition of more spare parts. The report also discussed a 
shortage of warehouse facilities needed to protect spare and 
repair parts at certain sites and indicated that DOE was planning 
for interim warehousing and maintenance facilities. 

In late 1978 and early 1979, DOE engaged several contractors 
to study SPR problems as part of an overall ILS planning effort. 
For example, DOE contracted with Sandia Laboratories to perform a 
short-term systems integration and engineering study, including 
assessments of systems-engineering weaknesses, pipe corrosion 
rates, and pump and motor failures. DOE also hired PB-KBB, Inc., 
to conduct various technical analyses and to prepare a conceptual 
ILS plan for the SPR. Additionally, in March 1979, DOE signed an 
agreement with the Corps of Engineers for long-term systems- 
engineering support. While these contracts included work tasks 
that were ILS-related, overall development of an ILS system was 
not included in the scope of any of these contracts. 

In commenting on a draft of this report, DOE said that the 
work conducted by Sandia and the Corps of Engineers did not have 
any significant relationship to the ILS system. The scope of work 
for both contracts, however, indicate that ILS-related activities 
were included in the overall efforts assigned to these 
contractors. 

In September 1978, DOE hired DUCI as the SPR facilities 
operations and maintenance manager. DUCI began its phase-in 
process in late October 1978 and its primary contract work in 
January 1979. DOE anticipated that DUCI would be the focal point 
for the preparation and implementation of maintenance and 
logistics plans. As discussed below, however, the original scope 
of DUCI's contract did not include responsibility for all ILS 
activities. 

ILS responsibilities were not 
clearly defined in DUCI's contract 

Although DOE officials said that they intended to use DUCI as 
the focal point for developing the ILS system, DUCI's contract did 
not clearly define the scope of its ILS work. In April 1979, 
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DOE directed DUCI to assume overall responsibility for ILS plan- 
ning by oonducrting the necessary logistics analyses. However, 
DUCI maintained that this work was outside the scope of work 
defined in the contract and requested a modification. Neverthe- 
less, DUG1 began work related to ILS system development while DOE 
determined whether the ILS work was, in fact, within the scope of 
the contract. A year later DOE's contracting officer agreed with 
DUCI that the ILS work was not required by the original contract. 

In April 1980, DONE, modified the DUCI contract to add $3 mil- 
lion in estimated cost and fees to develop an ILS master plan for 
the SPR. In December 1980, DOE again modified the contract to add 
another $1.1 million in estimated cost and fees to implement the 
ILS program. However, according to DUCI's Director of Pro- 
curement, DUCI spent only about $1.2 -million of the $4.1 million 
provided by these modifications on ILS development. According to 
DUCI, DOE gave ILS development low priority; DUCI therefore used 
the remaining funds on other activities being emphasized by DOE, 
such as activities related to oil fill. DUCI did not complete the 
ILS plan or implementation work funded by the two contract modifi- 
cations. In August 1981, DOE directed that work on the ILS be 
stopped because of funding limitations and DUCI's performance. 
DOE instructed DUCI to work only on oil fill and leaching activi- 
ties for the remaining 6 months of its contract. Work on the 
design and implementation of the ILS system was suspended until 
POSSI took over from DUCI in January 1982. 

DOE officials said that poor contractor performance was the 
most significant factor that caused the problems and delays in 
completing the ILS system. Both factors-- DOE's low priority and 
DUCT's performance-- may have contributed to the ILS not being com- 
pleted by DUCI. We believe, however, that DOE's responsibility 
for SPR development warranted closer monitoring of DUCI's progress 
on ILS development. Furthermore, DOE would have been in a better 
position to take corrective actions if it had more closely fol- 
lowed DUCI's reprogramming and ultimate use of funds provided for 
specific purposes. 

ILS responsibilities clarified 
in POSSI contract 

DOE's contract with POSSI more clearly delineated the 
responsibilities for ILS-related planning and implementation 
because of the problems that had been experienced with the DUCI 
contract. The POSSI contract scope of work specified such ILS 
responsibilities as 

--furnishing the personnel, materials, and services required 
to implement a master ILS plan; 
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--performing preventive and corrective maintenance; 

--maintaining government-owned facilities and equipment with 
the objlective o'f improving and/or maintaining standardiza- 
tion; 

--managing and enhancing the supply support systelm by 
accepting arpkslre an8 repair parts provided by other 
contractors anal ensuring that all additional spare and 
repair partsF and other supplies required, are available at 
the sites; andlr 

--staffing, operating, and maintaining warehsuses' and other 
materials storage facilities provided by WE. 

Details of these and other responsibilities were amplified in 
contractor data requirement lists and data item descriptions. 
These types of specific requirements had not been spelled out in 
the DUCI contract. Xn our opinion, their use in the POSSI con- 
tract, in conjunction with close monitoring of POSSI's activities, 
provides a mechanism for more effective contract administration. 
Because DOE began to give higher priority to the ILS system and 
made ILS-related activities and reporting requirements clearer for 
POSSI than it had for DUCI, there apparently has been better 
cooperation and fewer disagreements over work requirements. 

POSSI's progress on logistics support 
system slower than expected 

Improved contract terms and provisions, while useful, have 
not necessarily expedited ILS development. POSSI has worked on 
the ILS system since January 1982 when it became the operations 
and maintenance contractor. According to POSSI, it began a new 
effort to develop an ILS system because it did not have access to 
any of DUCI's work and was provided only limited information from 
other contractor efforts to use as a basis. POSSI's contract re- 
quired that it submit a draft ILS plan to DOE by mid-May 1982, but 
POSSI requested two extensions which DOE approved. As a result, 
POSSI did not deliver a complete draft plan until mid-September 
1982, about 4 months after it was initially due. DOE notified 
POSSI of required changes to the draft plan in early December 
1982, and POSSI was to make these changes and resubmit the plan to 
DOE by the end of March 1983. However, POSSI did not deliver the 
corrected plan until May 1983. At DOE's request, another contrac- 
tor, Aerospace Corporation, reviewed the plan in July 1983 and 
recommended changes. Subsequent to that review and additional 
changes, DOE accepted the plan. 

In its comments on our draft report POSSI stated that the 
basic ILS structure was in place and functioning by the end of 
fiscal year 1983. However, both POSSI and DOE recognize that the 
system needs further refinements before it can be considered as 
fully acceptable. According to POSSI, it has established the 
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various subsystems that are needed to determine maintenance and 
spare parts requirements, but further enhancements are still need- 
ed in the ILS system. Some of these enhancements are related to 
the adequacy and accuracy of the data that are needed or are being 
input into the system. For example, DOE's Oak Ridge Operations 
Office pointed out in its October 1983 Baseline Assessment of the 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve Project Management OfficeA that the 
ILS system was not fully operational because the system's data 
base was not adequate to determine spare parts requirements. 
According to the Baseline Assessment, historical maintenance 
records have not been maintained and data on equipment failure 
rates are not available. Such data are critical for determining 
maintenance and spare parts requirements. 

ILS planning underway for Phase III 

DOE has started development of a new storage site at Big 
Hill, Texas, as part of the Phase III expansion of the SPR. DOE 
is following established ILS concepts during the design of this 
site more closely than it did at the other SPR sites. DOE incor- 
porated responsibility for ILS planning into its contract with 
Walk, Haydel, and Associates, Inc. (Walk Haydel), for the detailed 
design of the site. Walk Haydel is to standardize site equipment 
as much as possible, using the types and sizes of equipment used 
by industry in oil storage systems. Walk Haydel also is to make 
recommendations for initial spare and repair parts inventory 
levels for the site and incoporate warehouse facilities for spare 
and repair parts into the site design. 

DOE also is involving POSSI in the design of the Big Hill 
site. DOE has assigned POSSI the responsibility for reviewing the 
design of Big Hill to assure that the site will be compatible with 
operation and maintenance practices followed at the other sites. 
DOE hopes that POSSI's experience in operating the other sites 
will help identify and resolve design problems before construction 
is started. 

DOE's approach to ILS development at Big Hill appears to be 
more consistent with accepted ILS concepts. In March 1984, 
however, we noted that Walk Haydel's recommendation for the 
appropriate level of spare and repair parts for the site was 
several months overdue. 

---I_ 

aWhen the Oak Ridge Operations Office was assigned responsibility 
for SPR management in June 1983, the manager assigned a task 
force to examine the SPR Project Management Office. The task 
force reported its findings and recommendations in the Baseline 
Assessment. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF SPARE AND REPAIR 
PARTS INVENTORIES HAS BEEN SLOW 

Adequate supplies of spaFe and repair parts are essential in 
efficiently and effectivsXy developing and maintaining the SPR 
storage facilities. Although DOE was aware of the need to provide 
spare and repair parts for SPR operations in the early development 
stages, it did not take the necessary steps to implement a com- 
plete purchase pmglrm for these items. As a result, DOE and con- 
tractor reports sb~w that adequate inventories of spare and repair 
parts to assure proper operation of pumping equipment, including 
those needed for oil drandown, were not available at the storage 
sites from the SPR program's inception through most of fiscal year 
1983. While progress was made during 1983 to increase the spare 
parts inventory, the adequacy of the spare parts inventory was 
still questionable in early 1984. For example, DOE's Oak Ridge 
Operations Office noted in its Baseline Assessment of the SPR that 
adequate information was not available to determine spare parts 
requirements. Additionally, information we obtained during visits 
to the two largest SPR sites in November 1983 and March 1984 
showed that the data needed to establish spare parts requirements 
still contained inconsistencies and inaccuracies. 

DOE did not promptly develop 
a spare parts inventory 

Department of Defense standards for good system-engineering 
practice and effective ILS planning indicate that spare and repair 
parts requirements should be determined and necessary inventories 
purchased and assembled at the needed locations before a system 
begins operation. However, SPR spare and repair parts were not 
ordered at the same time system equipment was purchased. More- 
over, contractors responsible for purchasing system equipment were 
not required to maintain equipment documentation, including manu- 
facturers' recommendations for spare and repair parts. Conse- 
quently, a major effort was necessary to locate, assimilate, or 
acquire this equipment documentation once DOE decided to start 
buying its initial inventory of spare and repair parts. 

In July 1978, DOE made Parsons-Gilbane, the construction man- 
agement contractor, responsible for purchasing a $500,000 initial 
inventory of spare parts. DOE increased this amount to $5.4 mil- 
lion in late December 1978 because the shortage of spares created 
operational problems when pumps and motors failed. However, DOE 
did not ensure that Parsons-Gilbane purchased an adequate inven- 
tory of initial spare and repair parts. During the 18-month 
period between July 1978 and December 1979, Parsons-Gilbane pur- 
chased only about $1.4 million worth of spare parts. Due to 
funding constraints, DOE ordered Parsons-Gilbane to stop further 
purchases. 
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When DOB hired DUCI as the SPR operations and maintenance 
manager, DOE intended that an initial inventory of spare and 
repair parts, consisting of the acquisitions made by Parsons- 
Gilbane, would be in place at the sites. Consequently, the con- 
tract required DUCI to purchase only spare and repair parts neces- 
sary to replenish the initial. inventory. However, the initial 
spare and repair parts were not on hand when DUCI became the 
operations and maintenance contractor. Because DUCI*s contract 
did not include funding to acquire a stock of such parts, and DOE 
and DUG1 disagreed over the extent of DUCI's ILS responsibilities, 
DUCI obtained parts as needed for basic maintenance and repair but 
did not build an initial inventory of spare and repair parts. 

In April 1981, DOE added the responsibility for buying all 
initial spare parts to DUCI's scope o-f work. DUCI subsequently 
recognized that a substantial quantity of parts was needed and 
proposed to purchase $28.8 million worth of initial spare parts. 
DUCI estimated that about $4 million worth of these parts were 
urgently needed. The DUCI representatives who commented on our 
draft report said that this was an assessment of the spare parts 
that would be needed over the life of the SPR project rather than 
a proposal for the immediate purchase of these parts. However, 
DOE treated it as a purchase proposal and questioned DUCI's 
support for the proposal. DOE also considered it impractical for 
DUCI to procure and warehouse $28.8 million worth of spare parts 
in the remaining 9 months of its contract. Consequently, DOE 
asked DUCI to procure only up to $3.9 million worth of the most 
urgently needed spares. Similar to the situation with Parsons- 
Gilbane, DUCI actually only spent about $1.1 million for the 
initial spares. According to DUCI the remaining funds were used 
for other mission-related tasks that DOE considered to have higher 
priority. 

DOE recognized the adverse impact of the spare parts shortage 
in its final evaluation of DUCI's performance for the period end- 
ing January 17, 1982. DOE observed that critical equipment had 
been out of service for maintenance for excessive periods of time 
and seriously affected the Phase II leaching program. DOE said 
that the shortage of spare parts was the single most important 
problem affecting maintenance at the SPR sites and that the short- 
ages of parts had adversely affected SPR readiness to conduct an 
oil drawdown in an emergency. DOE also noted that after the 
initial spares at the sites had been used there was minimal effort 
to replenish the spare parts inventory. 
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Adequacy of the smpmare parteN inventory 
was still. guestimmkde in early 1984 

Although DOB re~ognirrr~ed the importance of maintaining an 
adequate inventory of spare parts, it initiated little, if any, 
corrective action to r63Wdy the situation. In October 1982, the 
Aerospace Co'rporatioln evaluated ap assessment of spare and repair 
parts requirem'ents, based on theoretical and industry standards, 
which had been conducted by its subcontractor, Science Applica- 
tions, Inc. Aerospace reported to DOE that current SPR stocking 
levels for repair parts were low and that this could have a nega- 
tive impact if the SPR were in an extended drawdown situation. 
Aerospace suggested that DOE take prompt action to reach its 
recommended stock levels for spare and repair parts. 

In December 1982, after the Aerospace/Science Applications 
analysis, PQSSI completed an initial determination of the inven- 
tory of spare and repair parts needed to support SPR equipment 
identified as critical. POSSI subsequently ordered about $4.3 
million worth of critical spare and repair parts. By the end of 
September 1983, nearly all of these parts had been received. 
POSSI also identified and acquired about $4.8 million worth of 
noncritical spare and repair parts by September 30, 1983. POSSI 
officials told us that the process of determining the requirements 
for spare and repair parts necessary to support all the remaining 
"noncritical" SPR equipment is continuous and that the total cost 
of these parts cannot be estimated. 

POSSI stated in its comments on our draft report that 
adequate spare parts were on hand to support drawdown and daily 
operations. Although POSSI has increased the total spare parts 
inventory levels, the October 1983 Baseline Assessment of the SPR 
prepared by DOE's Oak Ridge Operations Office questioned whether 
all of the critical spare and repair part requirements were being 
met. The assessment stated that the ILS data base was incomplete 
and, ". . . not sufficient to perform statistical analyses of 
failure rates, spare parts requirements, and other logistics- 
related parameters." The assessment recommended that a study be 
performed to determine the required level of spare parts needed to 
support drawdown based on failure rates, confidence levels, part 
criticality, procurement lead times, and total inventory value. 
The assessment also recommended that after this study is com- 
pleted, an analysis should be made to determine if the current 
inventory of spare parts is adequate for the drawdown criteria. 

In February 1984, POSSI advised DOE that it had completed the 
spare parts requirements study recommended in the Baseline Assess- 
ment. Although POSSI estimated the total dollar value of spare 
parts required to support the SPR, it noted that the estimates 
were based on failure rates used by the U.S. Navy for similar 
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equipment be~casu&e it did not have a 'I. . . sufficient, accurate, 
or useable history for cl,alculating failure rates of piece parts 
that refl.ect the SFR environment.*' POSSI also stated that the 
estimates did not include spare parts requirements for major por- 
tions of the SFR, such as the instrumentation and control systems, 
site support equipment, and the fire and physical protection 
systems. 

DOE DID NOT CONTRIOL AMD PROTECT THE 
GOVERNMENT-OWNE:D SPARE AND REPAIR PARTS 

Storing and lpresmerving equipment and spare parts are key 
elements of any logistics system. In general, DOE has assigned 
responsibility for these elements to field office managers and 
contracting officers. According to DOE's Property Management 
Regulations, these officials must (1) assure effective management 
of government praperty in the custody of DOE contractors, (2) pro- 
mote improved property management practices and controls, and 
(3) arrange with contractors to establish effective administrative 
procedures which will ensure adequate physical protection and 
control, as well as proper utilization of government property. 

Some spare and repair parts and other property have been 
stored at SFR facilities without proper protection from the ele- 
ments or from theft or damage. Moreover, contractors have not 
always recorded receipt of spare and repair parts, identified 
their location, or shown their disposition. Consequently, physi- 
cal inventories, including those taken when contractors were 
changed, have not agreed with property records. DOE does not know 
whether unlocated spare parts were used properly during operations 
or if they were lost or stolen. 

Warehouses were not available to 
protect spare and repair parts 

DOE made several attempts from 1979 through 1982 to determine 
whether to use centralized or decentralized warehousing facili- 
ties. Science Applications, Inc., studied the problem and eon- 
eluded in August 1979 that centralized facilities were needed. In 
1980, DOE asked DUCI to assess warehousing needs, and DUCI 
responded that decentralized facilities at each site were more 
cost effective. In 1981, Science Applications, Inc., was again 
asked to study this question. This time it concluded that 
decentralized facilities were the most feasible. 

When DOE hired DUCI, DOE agreed to furnish necessary ware- 
house facilities. DUCI's Director of Procurement told us, how- 
ever, that DOE provided practically no warehouse facilities during 
the first year. Although some temporary facilities, such as port- 
able buildings and trailer vans at the sites and rented buildings 
off site, were used for storage, many parts, materials, and equip- 
ment received were issued directly to maintenance activities 
whether needed or not. Other items were stored at SPR sites 
unprotected from the weather. 
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In additioIn to the temporary facilities, DOE later provided 
some permanent buildings. However, discussions with contractor 
personnel at the sites during mid-1983 and a Defense Contract 
Audit Agency report3 to DOE indicated that the size and condition 
of permanent wareholuse space were still inadequate for proper 
storage and protection of parts. 

As of September 30, 1983, warehouses had been built at Bryan 
Mound and Weeks Island and were under construction at Bayou 
Choctaw and the DOE terminal at St. James. A decision had not 
been made on whether to construct a joint warehouse for the West 
Hackberry and Sulphur Mines sites or to construct a warehouse at 
each site. The October 1983 Baseline Assessment discus'sed the 
need to determine warehouse requirements at West Hackberry and 
Sulphur Mines and recommended further study of the needs at both 
sites and the potential use of an existing structure at West Hack- 
berry. However, until the ILS has been finalized, neither spare 
parts requirements nor warehousing needs can be accurately 
determined. 

Inventory control system was inaccurate 

The absence of accurate property control records for spare 
parts was evident as early as January 1980, DUCI, in response to 
a DOE request, attempted to account for ths inventory of initial 
spare parts purchased by Parsons-Gilbane but concluded that the 
lack of instructions and facilities for handling and storing parts 
at the individual sites had caused much loss due to corrosion, 
deterioration, and breakage. DUCI: further concluded that the 
inspection required when items are received may have been ignored, 
resulting in possible acceptance of items not meeting 
specifications. 

After examining DUCI's response, DOE concluded that there 
were no complete, accurate records as to what had been ordered, 
what had been used, and what was in inventory. According to DUCI 
officials, they were not able to reconcile the records for DOE 
because the records were in poar condition. 

Problems with the property records continued and the 
situation was apparently unchanged in 1981 when DOE rated DUCI's 
property management performance as less than satisfactory. In its 
evaluation of DUCI for the quarter ending June 30, 1981, DOE noted 
that 

"Generally, DUCI's performance was unacceptable at all 
sites. While progress was made in computerizing the 
excess property, little or no progress was evident of 

3Evaluation of Personal Property Control Systems (1221-38 
1788001-356, June 30, 1983). 
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an automated~ system to account by site for spares, repair 
parts and ather expandables. No action is taking place 
relative to ,maintaining or disposing of excess property, 
Property in lay-down areas is not being maintained. 
Security, accountability (records), and maintenance need 
upgrading." 

The Defense, Contract Administration Services Agency tested 
DUCI's property records in August and September 1982 as part of 
the contract close-out process. It concluded that the records 
were inadequate to,*determine whether property had been consumed or 
transferred to POSSI. According to POSSI property officials, 
physical inventories conducted at the SPR sites did not locate 
numerous spare and repair parts included on DUCI's records, but 
did locate many more parts not included on DUCI's records. 

During our review, we tested between 5 and 7 percent of the 
spare and repair parts pro'perty records maintained by POSSI for 
three storage sites and found inaccuracies in 23 to 100 percent of 
the records tested. We tested records at Bayou Choctaw in July 
1982 and again in January 1983 and noted little change in the 
quality and accuracy of the records tested. In January and 
February 1983, we tested spare parts records at Bryan Mound and 
West Hackberry. Each test disclosed that (1) the automated 
records produced at POSSI headquarters in New Orleans did not 
agree with the manual retards maintained at the site and (2) site 
personnel could neither locate some test items shown on the manual 
records nor determine from the records what happened to the items. 

DOE approved POSSI's property control system in January 
1983. However, DOE notified POSSI at that time that, based on an 
assessment by DOE property evaluation staff, its property control 
records were inaccurate at five of the six sites and that if 
corrective actions were not taken within a reasonable time, 
approval of the system would be withdrawn. 

In April 1983, subsequent to DOE's approval of POSSI's 
property control system, we found that manual property record- 
keeping had improved at Bryan Mound and West Hackberry. However, 
contractor personnel told us they still could not locate items 
which, according to their manual records, were transferred to 
POSSI from DUCI. Moreover, the automated records of the spare 
parts inventory prepared by POSSI headquarters for both sites were 
still inaccurate. 

POSSI worked on reconciling these discrepancies throughout 
1983, and in its comments on our draft report stated that it had 
completed inventory adjustments at all but one of the SPR sites. 
POSSI said it expected to complete the reconciliation at this 
site --West Hackberry--in December 1983. POSSI also noted that the 
automated property record system had been implemented at all six 
SPR sites. According to POSSI, authentication of the automated 
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system with the manual records was underway at four sites and 
would be completed at all sites during December 1983. In March 
1984, DOE reported that it was in the process of verifying POSSI's 
inventory records and expected to complete the verification by 
June 30, 1984. 

In its comments on our report draft, DOE stated that it had 
reevaluated POSSI's property control system and that the system 
was satisfactory at all of the SPR sites except West Hackberry. 
DOE also noted that POSSI was devoting additional resources to 
improve the system and upgrade the property control records at 
West Hackberry. 

CONCLUSIOMS 

DOE did not include logistics support planning in the initial 
design of the SPR due to a decision to accelerate oil fill. Sub- 
sequently, problems, such as equipment standardization which an 
ILS is intended to prevent, surfaced. DOE attempted to develop an 
ILS capability after the problems arose. DOE's efforts to develop 
an ILS system have stretched over more than a 5 year period-- 
beginning in late 1978 and continuing through early 1984--and have 
involved a number of contractors. Most of the contractors were 
responsible for studies or analyses that were to contribute to ILS 
development by the operations and maintenance contractors--DUCI or 
POSSI, Although DOE intended to use DUCI as the focal point of 
ILS development, the contract scope of work was not clear in this 
regard and DOE ultimately had to modify the contract at increased 
cost to add the ILS responsibilities. Even then, however, DUCI 
did not complete the ILS system before it was replaced by POSSI. 

DOE defined ILS responsibilities more clearly in FOSSI's 
contract. However, DOE did not provide POSSI any of DUCI's ILS 
work, and POSSI initiated a new effort to develop the ILS system 
with only minimal benefit from other contractor efforts. POSSI'S 
progress was slower than originally expected, and although it has 
completed a basic ILS system, the system still was not fully 
operational in early 1984. 

The slow development of the ILS system resulted in 
inadequacies in the inventory of spare and repair parts for SPR 
equipment from program inception through most of 1983. While 
progress was made in late 1983 to increase the parts inventory, 
the adequacy of the inventory still was questionable in early 
1984, 

The slow ILS development also contributed to the delays in 
providing adequate warehouse space at the SPR sites to protect the 
spare and repairs parts which had been purchased. Adequate 
warehouse space could have helped to control the inventory of 
parts and improve the accuracy of the property records. DOE has 
recognized the problems in these areas and has taken actions to 
improve them. 
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DOE's approach to ILS development for its new Phase III site 
is more consistent with established logistical support practices 
than was its previcms approach. However, since some of the Phase 
III ILS activities are starting to fall behind schedule, we 
believe that DOE needs to assure that the ILS activities are 
properly completed and implemented and that the maximum degree of 
standardization in equipment and spare parts is achieved. DOE 
also needs to assure that sufficient levels of spare and repair 
parts are acquired for the SPR sites and that warehouse facilities 
are available to protect these parts. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY 
OF ENERGY 

In view of the importance of logistical support to the 
efficient and economical operation of the SPR, the past problems 
encountered in developing a logistics support system, and the 
schedule slippages occurring at the Big Hill site, we recommend 
that the Secretary of Energy instruct the SPR Project Manager to 
more closely monitor contractor activities to ensure that 

--logistics support activities at Big Hill are properly 
completed and implemented in a timely manner and 

--equipment and parts acquired for the Big Hill site are 
standardized to the maximum extent possible. 

We further recommmend that the SPR Project Manager be 
instructed to take appropriate steps to determine the optimum 
level of SPR spare and repair parts inventories and warehousing 
facilities based on operational experience and design 
specifications. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FROBLEIMS IN IDENTIFYING ILS COSTS 

AND PAYIMG CCMTRACT AWARD FEES 

As discussed previously, the development of an ILS for the 
SPR has been in process for 5 years and has yet to be completed. 
Costs associated with the development process are difficult to 
determine and DOE could not track these costs because some con- 
tractor accounting records did not specifically identify all ILS 
development costs or costs associated with the purchase of spare 
and repair parts. Although the current contractor identifies 
costs in these areas, the accuracy of the costs reported by the 
contractor was questioned by the Defense Contract Audit Agency. 
Finally, DOE has provided payment of award fees for contract 
performance rated by DOE as less than satisfactory. 

We believe DOE would enhance its ability to assess progress 
in completing the IL S system if steps were taken to more closely 
monitor ILS development and associated costs. We also believe DOE 
should closely examine the basis for paying award fees under 
future SPR contracts so that the fees are not paid for less than 
satisfactory performance. 

ACTUAL COST OF DEVELOPING 
ILS UNCERTAIN 

The actual costs associated with developing an ILS system 
for the SPR are difficult to determine. Two of the major contrac- 
tors DOE hired to perform ILS development work, Parsons-Gilbane 
and DUCI, did not record ILS system development costs or costs of 
purchasing spare and repair parts in sufficient detail to identify 
amounts actually spent for these purposes. Consequently, DOE can- 
not identify total ILS system development costs. 

Based on DOE and contractor estimates of the costs which 
have been associated with the ILS system development, we estimate 
that as of December 31, 1983, DOE had spent about $9.8 million to 
design and develop an ILS system, including a property control 
system, for the SPR. In addition, about $15.3 million has been 
spent to purchase spare parts. A breakdown of these costs, by DOE 
contractor, is shown in table 3. 
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Table 3 

Estimeted Rxpenditures for Spare Parts and 
for Developing an ILS System 

Spare parts ILS 
Contractor purchases activities 

Parsons- 
Gilbane $ 1,403,122 

PB-KBB $ 220,000 

corps of 
Engineers 735,000 

DUCI 3,980,oooa 1,434,968 

Aerospace 1,163,OOO 

POSSIb 9p896,000 6,137,OOOC 

DOE 100,000d 

Total $15,279,122 $9,789,968 
- ,I c 

aSPR Project Management Office officials told us 

Total 
cost 

$ 1,403,122 

220,000 

735,000 

5,414,968 

1,163,OOO 

16,033,OOO 

100,000 

$25,069,000 

that extensive 
equipment because costs had been incurred for off-site repairs of 

of the need for specialized repair equipment and the shortage of 
spare and repair parts. These officials estimated, for DUCI 
alone, that approximately $1 million worth of spare parts was 
purchased in connection with subcontracted repairs. We have in- 
cluded this amount in our total for DUCI spare parts purchases. 

bDOE and POSSI provided updated figures in their comments on our 
draft report. We further updated POSSI's expenditures to 
December 31, 1983. 

cIncludes $2,518,000 related to development of a property control 
system. 

dSPR Project Management Office officials told us that DOE's in- 
house cost for monitoring contractor and subcontractor ILS activ- 
ities was equal to the salary of one employee for several years, 
or about $100,000. 
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DOE COULD NOT TRACK COGTS FOR SPARE PARTS 

DOE could not track funds provided to DUCI for spare parts 
because the contractor was not required to report the costs 
incurred for specific work tasks. As a result, DOE had to 
modify its contract with DUCI to provide additional funds for 
urgently needed spare parts. Although the current contractor-- 
POSSI--reports expenditures in more detail than DUCI could, the 
accuracy of the costs reported was questioned as a result of an 
audit of its acounting system. 

The ILS development for the SPR was included in reimburs- 
able 'Vmission-typeW contracts that DOE awarded for SPR opera- 
tions and maintenance. SPR Project Management Office officials 
stated that, under such contracts, funds lose their identity 
once obligated to the co'ntract, even if obligated for a specific 
purpose such as acquisition of initial spare parts. According 
to these officials, contractors are responsible for determining 
how to spend available funds to best accomplish the contract 
"mission." The contractor establishes task priorities and may 
decide not to work on a specific task if it believes that other 
tasks are more important. However, because the contractor is 
not required to report costs incurred for specific work tasks, 
DOE does not have information available which could alert it to 
problems that may be developing or to develop appropriate solu- 
tions to problems. For example, DOE was not aware that funds 
provided to DUCI for spare parts had not been used for the 
intended purpose until after the funds had been used. 

In at least two instances, DUCI used funds that were 
provided specifically for spare parts on other mission tasks. 
In April 1981, DOE decided to modify DUCI's contract to add a 
requirement that DUCI purchase as much as $3.9 million worth of 
urgently needed initial spare parts. DOE added about $4.2 mil- 
lion to the contract for the estimated cost of these parts and 
fee associated with this modification. However, instead of 
buying the spare parts, DUCI used these funds for other mission- 
related work under the contract. 

Subsequently, DOE provided an additional $1.3 million to 
DUCI to obtain the needed initial spare parts. Because total 
funds available to complete the overall contract requirements 
were limited, DOE wanted to ensure that the needed spare parts 
were bought. Therefore DOE stipulated in the second contract 
modification that "Up to $1,300,000 shall be expended solely for 
most urgently needed initial spare parts . . ." According to 
SPR Project Management Office officials, DUG1 may have used a 
portion of these funds for other contract work. 
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In commenting on a draft of this report, DWCI represenf'a- 
tives said that it is generally correct that a mission-type CCXP- 
tractor has discretion to use funds as it sees fit within the 
scope of the contract. However, DUCI said that it did not have 
much discretion in how it used funds because DOE emphasized 
activities associated with storing oil as rapidly as possible. 
With respect to the purchase of spare parts, DUCI representatives 
said that while funds were specifically provided for spare parts 
acquisition, DUCI used the funds provided for spare parts on other 
tasks based on its understanding of DOE's priorities. 

In its comments on our draft report, DOE stated that while it 
did control fwnds under the DWCI contract, its control was not as 
effective as it might have been. DOE; also stated that it does 
track the use of, funds by contractor functions and that signifi- 
cant progress had been made in cost reporting under the POSSI 
contract. Further, DOE stated that it did not believe that moni- 
toring expenditures made by mission-type contractors for specific 
work orders or contract modifications was necessary. DOE said 
that it uses reports, meetings, and audits to track contractor 
expenditures in accordance with the approved total contract amount 
and work breakdown structure. 

We recognize that DOE does monitor contractor expenditures to 
ensure that the contractor does not spend more money than it is 
allocated and that contractors report expenditures in the format 
called for by the work breakdown structure. The work breakdown 
structure is part of the system that DOE contractors are to use to 
track costs against budgeted amounts. However, DUCI had problems 
in developing a cost accounting system and in mid-1981, DOE 
directed DUCI to stop working on the system. Since DUCI did not 
complete this system, it could not provide data which would have 
enabled DOE to monitor expenditures for activities such as ILS. 
Although POSSI reports expenditures in more detail and includes 
activities such as ILS, the accuracy.of the data provided by 
POSSI's accounting system has been questioned by the Defense 
Contract Audit Agency.4 According to the Audit Agency, POSSI's 
accounting system could not accumulate reliable cost data related 
to detailed activities, but it could accumulate adequate data for 
overall labor, material, and overhead categories. 

We believe that DOE could have exercised more management 
control over the use of funds provided for spare parts if it had 
been able to track how the funds actually were applied. 

4Audit Report on Accounting System Survey, contract number DE- 
AC96-82-P010365, Petroleum Operations and Support Services, Inc. 
(1221-3F160041-331, June 22, 1983). 
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SPR CONTRACTS PROVIDED FRClR PAYMENT OF 
AWARD FEE FOR PERFORMANCE, RATED LESS 
THAN SATISFACTORY 

DOE's cost reimbursable contracts with DUCI and POSSI 
provided for the payment of an award fee for performance rated 
as being less than satisfactory. Based on a DOE evaluation of 
DUGI's performance, which was rated less than satisfactory, DUCI 
received an award fee. While DOE has modified the award fee 
structure under the current POSSI contract, POSSI can still earn 
a portion of its award fee even if its performance is rated as 
substandard. Since the award fees are intended to motivate 
contractors to achieve excellence, we believe DOE should modify 
the award fee structure to achieve these ends. 

In the cost-reimbursable contracts DOE has used with DUCI 
and POSSI, the contractor is paid a '*base*' fee and is eligible 
to receive all, or a part of, an "award" fee. The award fee is 
intended to motivate the contractor to achieve excellence in 
such areas as quality, timeliness, ingenuity, and cost effec- 
tiveness. The amount of the award fee is based on the number of 
performance points a contractor earns and can range from 0 to 
100 points. 

During the period from 1979 to 1982, DUCI earned about $2 
million in total award fees. The award fee plan used for DUCI 
allowed the contractor to earn up to 40 percent of the total 
award fee available even when performance was rated as "sub- 
standard" or "poor." During the period from January through 
March 1981, DOE rated DUCI's performance in buying and warehous- 
ing spare parts as "substandard" and its performance on ILS as 
"poor." DOE assigned performance points of 40 and 15, respec- 
tively, to these tasks. Even though performance was less than 
satisfactory, DOE awarded DUCI $3,321 of the $14,235 award fee 
available during the period for these tasks. 

The award fee plan DOE uses to evaluate POSSI's performance 
provides more incentive for achieving high performance than did 
the award fee plan DOE used for DUCI. Under the POSSI contract, 
an award fee is paid only when the number of performance points 
earned is 60 or greater. However, performance scores of between 
60 and 70 points can be earned based on a DOE performance rating 
of "substandard" and up to 10 percent of the available award fee 
can be paid for "substandard" performance. 

The following chart graphically shows the differences in 
the award fee structure under the DUCI and POSSI contracts. 
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DOE considers POS1&fls performance on its ILS planning 
activities as part elf 4 broader performance category called 
"operations and maintenance plans and readiness."5 DOE rated 
POSSI's performance in this category as outstanding in calendar 
year 1982 and awarded 96 percent of the total possible fee 
available far the cate'gory. DOE also rated POSSI's performance 
as outstanding in this category during the early part of 1983. 
However, as discussed in chapter 2, POSSI's development of an 
ILS plan took longer than originally anticipated and still was 
not considered to be fully operational in early 1984. The ex- 
tent to which POSSI"s performance in developing the ILS system 
was considered by DOE in its performance evaluation could not be 
readily discerned from the award fee evaluations since ILS 
development was included in the broader category. While judg- 
ment is involved in the evaluation process, we believe there 
should be a clear link between the actual performance of 
assigned tasks and amount of fee paid. 

Overall, we believe that the award fee structure under the 
SPR contracts related to ILS design and implementation should be 
designed to encourage high quality performance. As such, award 
fees should not be paid for contractor performance that DOE 
rates as less than satisfactory. 

The DUCI representatives who commented on our draft report 
said that the award fee is intended to be a motivating factor 
and not a means of punishing the contractor. They said that DOE 
established priorities for various work efforts and that DUCI 
followed these priorities. According to the DUCI representa- 
tives, the ILS work was not completed because DOE gave it low 
priority. As we indicated earlier, both DUCI's performance and 
the priority given by DOE were probably factors contributing to 
lack of ILS completion. 

DOE, in commenting on our draft report, stated that it 
believes that POSSI's award fee structure provides appropriate 
performance incentives. However, DOE agreed that better con- 
tractor performance can be achieved by emphasizing appropriate 
elements in the award fee objectives and by providing better 
administration of the award fee evaluation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

DOE has spent 5 years and at least an estimated $9.8 mil- 
lion to develop and implement an ILS system for the SPR. The 
actual cost of developing the ILS system is uncertain because of 
the way that some of DOE's contractors maintain their accounting 
records. In addition, DOE could not track funds provided for 
the purchase of spare parts because funds provided for specific 
work tasks lose their identity once obligated to cost- 
reimbursable mission contracts. Although POSSI accumulates 
costs in more detail than DUCI did, the accuracy of these costs 

5This category subsequently was changed to "logistics." 
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has been questioned by the Defense Contract Audit Agency. We 
believe that DOE needs to improve its ability to monitor overall 
contractor costs related to the completion and operation of the 
SPR's ILS system. 

DOE's cost-rei&ureable contracts have provided, and 
continue to provide, awatid fees even if contractor performance is 
rated substandard by DOB. In addition, the award fee structure 
does not present a clear link between ILS performance and fee 
awards. 

Since the award fee is one of the few tools available to DOE 
to motivate good performance from contractors with cost- 
reimbursable contracts, it is extremely important that DOE use 
this tool well. Thus, we believe DOE should structure future 
award fee plans so that the fee is paid only for satisfactory or 
better performance and that performance of specific activities is 
clearly linked to fee awards. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 
SECRETARY OF ENERGY 

We recommend that the Secretary of Energy instruct the SPR 
Project Manager to: 

--Develop a cost tracking system that clearly identifies 
costs being expended in the development and operation of 
the SPR ILS system. 

--Structure the contract award fee plans in future con- 
tracts so that (1) award fees are not paid for less than 
satisfactory performance and (2) award fee payments are 
clearly linked to the contractor's actual achievement in 
meeting stated objectives. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

Department of Ebmrgy 
Washington, D.C. 20585 NW or 2 1983 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director, Resources, Commnity and 

Economic Development D&vision 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

The Department of Energy (DOE) appreciates the opportunity to review and 
comzmznt on the General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report entitled 
"Integrated Logistics Support for the Strategic Petroleum Reserve Has Been 
Poorly Managed," GAO/RCED-83-138. 

The DOE strongly supports the thrust of the draft report regarding the need for 
integrated logistic support planning and implementation to ensure trouble-free, 
cost-effective operation of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR). The draft 
report recognizes that significant improvements have been made in this area 
during the last 18 months. We intend to place a high level of management 
emphasis on integrated logistic support to continue improvements until a fully 
acceptable and effective system is finalized. 

As a general comment, we feel that the draft report, particularly in the 
DIGEST, places disproportionate emphasis on shortcomings in logistics support 
in the early years of the SPR program. We agree that the ambitious storage 
schedules mandated by Congress did not afford sufficient time to undertake the 
level of support planning in the design phase that ideally would be accom- 
plished. Undoubtedly, some benefits would have been realized in the logistics 
support program by delaying the development schedule of the SPR. This, of 
course, must be balanced against the benefits which were gained by early 
storage of oil in the SPR. In retrospect, the management decisions to proceed 
with accelerated fill of the SPR appear to have some validity considering that 
substantial dollar savings were realized by placing over 90 million barrels of 
oil in storage at less than one-half post-1979 prices. 

In recent years, the SPR has taken action to implement an extensive logistics 
support program, The benefits of conducting logistics support planning in 
conjunction with the design phase are fully recognized by the Department. AS 

the report notes, support planning and efforts to maximize standardization in 
Phase III are being accomplished in coordination with the design. However, 
since the report's primary focus is on the early years of the program, it is 

unclear to the reader what problems previously existed, and what is the current 
state of operations. For example, on page 15, the report states "Spare parts 
shortages continue to hamper SPR operations." We suggest the report be revised 
to reflect that problems existing as a result of parts shortages occurred prior 
to l?Y 1982, since both storage development and fill objectives have been 
exceeded over the past two years. In general, we believe the report would be 
clarified by focusing on recent years and improvenrents which may be achieved in 
current activities. 

[GAO NOTE: Some page numbers referring to the draft have been 
changed to refer to the final report.1 
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In attempting to address the past and present contractor involvement in the 
SPR’s integrated 1Jgistic support effort and the associated costs, the report 
combines systems engineering, logG3tI.c support analyris, spare parts ptocure- 
ments and special studi.eap We balfeve that the Sandia and Corps oB Engineers 
efforts should both be dlileted from tha report. Sandra was commissioned by the 
Under Secretary of BNnergy ta perform a short-term technical assessment of the 
sm. The Corps of ESngimat& undertook the Systems Engineering master plan 
effort whan it was env+ianed that they would be involved in management of 
turnkey projects. Mitheer of these efforts had any significant relationship to 
the SIR’s integrated logiatica support program. Also, the $4,222,000 identi- 
fied in Table 3 (page 21) as Petroleum Operations and Support Services, Inc. ‘s 
(POSSI’s> integrated logistic support expenditures cannot be verified. The 
record shows that aa oif August 31, I983, FOSS1 had spent $2,871,000 on 
integrated logistic qufporr development. In addition, the figure of $1,463,000 
for spare parts purchbmlNed by POSSI is very low. POSSI has received $8,460,000 
of direct materiel (spare/repair parts) through September 1983. 

[GAO NOTE: Table updated to December 31, 1983.1 

Tha statement an page 22 that “DOE did not track or control funds in the DUCI 
contract” is misleading. Funds control on the Dravo Utilities Constructors, 
Inc. (DUCI) contract was in existence, although it was not as effective as it 
might have been. Fees&back was obtained from the contractor and the SPR Project 
Management Office hall2 week& senior management meetings with DUCI which 
included approval or disapproval of funds expenditures. DOE does track use of 
contract funds by contractor function. We track expenditures of man-hours, 
spare parts, salaries, etc. in accordance with the approved contract baseline 
and work breakdawn structure. We believe that significant progress has been 
made in gaining visibility of key elements in POSSI’s cost reporting, and we 
continue to seek improvements in this area. 

The sectian on property control systems, pages 16-18, needs to be updated and 
clarlf ied. POSSI’s property control system at all sites has been reevaluated 
by DOE and rated satisfactory, except for West Hackberry. POSSI’s property 
management personnel have taken steps and provided additional personnel to 
improve the system at West Hackberry and upgrade the property control records 
at this site. It also appears that the GAO auditors assumed the automated 
records were the official property records. The manual record cards were and 
still are the official records until the automated system is validated. The 
implementation of the automated system was and is in the validation and data 
verification stage. This means verifying and ensuring accuracy and complete- 
ness of the site documentation prior to data input and generation of master 
records. Thus, the property control system has been computerized, is currently 
in the validation phase, and full dapendency on the automated system is 
expected by Decamber 1983. Until such time, the manual records will be 
considered the official records. 

The Department concurs with the apparent intent of the report recommendations, 
but would suggest some revision to achieve the desired objective as follows: 
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a Recommendations 1 and 3 (page 331 

The recomnandatione aa mitten could lead the reader to hlieve that 
contractors are not reqttkred to report expenditures and/or are allowed 
to use funds for tasks8 that are outside the scope of the contract. 
Some of the SPR contracts are nnisaion-oriented. This means that there 
is a broad and goners1 scope of work which contains many subelements, 
each subelement to be emphasized or de-emphasized depending on a 
variety of conditiona actually experienced during the course of the 
cant ract . Tha! ccmtractor is free to use the contract funding as 
required to purme the aslssiou of operating and maintaining the SPR. 
Use of such funds fs monitored in a variety of ways, including finan- 
cial cepmting, audit, surveillance by various contract, property, 
project control and technical gro’wIps, and formal reports during our 
project rerEews. We do not believe it is necessary to monitor 
contractor costs for specific directions of work or contract modifica- 
tions except in rare instances. 

[GAO COMMENT: DOE's concerns about the proposed recommendations 
have been recognized in the final report. We continue to be- 
lieve, however, that cost monitoring is necessary, but to avoid 
misleading a reader, we have consolidated the two proposed 
recommendations and clarified what we believe needs to be done 
by DOE. The revised recommendation is on p. 27.1 

o Recommendations 1 (page 44) and 3 (page 45) 

The thrust of the GAO comments in the body of the report appears to 
support strict application of award fee ratings to achieve the desired 
contractor results in specific areas. However, the recommendation 
focuses on a rather narrow range of the award fee structure and fails 
to recognize the relationship of base and award fee in negotiating a 
total fee package. We believe the POSSI award fee as structured 
provides appropriate incentive for performance. We do agree that 
better contractor performance can be achieved by emphasizing appro- 
priate elements in the award fee objectives and better administration 
of the award fee evaluation process. 

[GAO COMMENT: The final report recognizes the base and award 
fee relationship and improvements in POSSI’s award fee require- 
ments. In addition, the two proposed recommendations have been 
consolidated to clarify what we believe needs to be done to 
better administer the award fee process. The revised recommend- 
dation is on p. 27.1 
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o Recommendations I and 2 Cpagle 19) 

We concur with these recommdations as written and believe that 
appropriate actions8 are umdrer way to achieve these objectives. 

The Department of Energy appraciates the opportunity to comment on this draft 
report and trusts that the General Accounting Office will consider the cmments 
in preparing the final report. 

/P-if 
/ 

Sincer , i’ 

J: * 
Martha 0. Xesse 
Assistant Secretary 
Neaagement *and Administration 
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Document #CA+83-533 

November 7, 1983 (Federal Expressed) 

Mr. F. Revfn Boland 
Senior Asaocl?ate Director 
United Statea General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Roland: 

I have carefully reviewed the selected portion of your draft 
audit entitled "Integrated Logistics Support for the Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve Has Been Poorly Managed", and am providing 
detailed information in the enclosure that I hope will be of 
assistance to you in fulfilling your responsibilities. 

In brief, we at Petroleum Operations and Support Services, Inc. 
(POSSI) have developed post construction ILS and property 
systems that are operational and continue to be steadily enhanced 
to benefit site operations. 

If I may be of assistance to you in this matter in any way please 
do not hesitate to call. 

Sincerely, 

139 * 
W. M. Oller 
Project Manager 

WHO/WSM/RJM/sks 

cc: C. C. Johnson, EP-55 
Dave Spence 
Chet Strunk 
Bob Girman 
Paul Wilson 
Richard Moore 
Joe Falcone 
Falvie Anderson 
Walt Malinowski 

PETROl~lJM OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT SERVICES, INC. 
850 South Cleat-mew Parkway, New Orloans. LA 70123-3498 (504) 734-4200 
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APPENDIX II 

INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUPPORT 

APPEMDIX 11 

No ILS program to build on, PCSSI assumed ILS reeponsibility in 
early 1982 after havlag had no contractual transition time. In 
spite of the six previous contractors' ILS efforts identified in 
table two, there was no ILS system at the time POSSI assumed the 
contract. Limited useful information was provided upon which to 
build an ILS system. POSSI had to start almost "from scratch." 

What ILS entails. ILS entails more 
three of the GAO draft. 

than is described on page 
POSSI ILS also includes a preventive 

maintenance program, a maintenance history program for both 
corrective and preventive maintenance, a systematic way to 
provide data for measuring the status of equipment reliability, 
availability and maintainability, a- program for obtaining and 
maintaining an equipment configuration baseline, 
for logistics 

the capability 
support analysis, a maintenance management 

information system, and a failure modes and effects analysis 
capability. 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

Warehousing and standardization. ILS planning, early in the 
program would have been beneficial, POSSI and DOE have made the 
best of a sub-optimum situation. POSSI has encouraged the 
construction of adequate warehouses to store and protect the 
project spare parts. POSSI's Reliability Program Plan advances 
the concept of standardization by replacing worn-out equipment 
with standard equipment after the attrition of obsolete, 
unsupportable, worn-out equipment. This is an economical, 
practical approach; however, there is concern with the potential 
limitation of competition in parts procurement. A program is 
underway to accelerate standardization through development of 
more definitive engineering standards which will result in 
uniformity of newly purchased equipment and which will make the 
standardization program compatible with the Federal Procurement 
Regulations (FPR) requirements. 

Spare parts requirements determination. POSSI has developed a 
site-specific Initial Spares Requirements List (ISRL) to provide 
adequate sparing. Although the ISRL was desirable at the 
commencement of the contract, the ISRL development required a 
systematic effort, tied to equipment availability theory. This 
required the investment of time to accomplish properly. In the 
interim period, spares were ordered based on the usage rates for 
repair requirements and on the judgement of experienced POSSI 
maintenance personnel, This interim approach provided adequate 
spares to ensure that attainment of 
never impaired. 

our leach/fill goals were 
Currently an effort is underway to reconcile 

ISRL with spares on hand and on order, 
not now planned for can be procured. 

so that desirable spares 
At present, adequate spares 

are on hand to support drawdown and daily operations. 
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Costs for ILLS activities and spare parts. If the costs*shown in 
table three are meant to imply that $4,222,000 has been spent to 
identify end purchas’e $1,463,000 worth of spares, this is 
erroneous. ILS entails more than spare part identification, and 
the tasks described on page three of the GAO draft, As of the- 
end of fiscal pear 1983, POSSI’s records show that $3,588,000 was 
spent on ILS actjLvities and $8,460,000 was spent on spare and 
repair parts. This later figure includes not only piece parts 
meant for stock but also other parts such as for the conversion 
of certain pumps to stainless steel, parts for direct turn over 
for corrective maintenance, and some end item spares. Examples 
of the parts that this figure represents are shown in appendix A. 

Since pages of this section were omitted from our copy of the 
draft letter, we are not able to comment further. 

CONTRACT PROVISIONS ON ILS 

ILS versus Property responsibilities. The GAO draft sets forth 
scope-of-work responsibilities and calls them ILS 
responsibilities. As a clarification, the Property sections of 
the SPR Project Management Office and the O&M contractor are 
responsible for the management of supply support systems as well 
as warehouses and other storage facilities. The only area of 
supply support for which ILS is responsible is the identification 
of spare part requirements. In POSSI, ILS, Property, 
Configuration Management and the Technical Library are grouped 
together in the Integrated Systems Department because the 
functions are interrelated and the potential for cost avoidence 
is significant. 

Criticality analysis for equipment failures not in contract. 
POSSI performed failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA), but 
did not do so for failure modes, effects and criticality analysis 
(FMECA) because the contract item that specified FMECA was 
deleted from the POSSI effort before the contract was signed. 

AWARD FEE CONSIDERATIONS 

Award fee slopes in error. The award fee slopes shown on page 37 
are in error, We have corrected the slope on the marked up page 
33 enclosed as appendix B. We refer- you to the Awar-d - Fee 
Conversion Chart Attatchment C-5 to the Award Fee Plan to verify 
this. 

No award fee for unsatisfactory performance. Petroleum 
Operations and Support Services, Inc. (POSSI) receives no award 
fee for performance that is of an unsatisfactory nature. We 
refer you to Attachment C-4 the Grading Table of the Award Fee 
Plan and invite your attention to Unsatisfactory Performance. 

Award fee added to base fee. The award fee portion of the fee 
POSSI earns is added to the base fee. The base fee is valued at 
3% of the estimated cost of contract performance that POSSI and 
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Department of Energy (DOE) developed in 1981. This three percent 
(3%) base fee provides POSSI with fee consideration adequate for 
minimally acceptable performance in all aspects of contract 
performance. 

Award fee clarified, The Award Fee is valued at four percent 
(4%) of the estimhted cost of contract performance developed by 
POSSI and DOE in 1981. This four percent (4%) available award 
fee provides POSSI with fee consideration to recognize the 
quality of performance ranging from just slightly better than 
minimally acceptable to outstanding. The available award fee 
pool consists of equal contributions from DOE and POSSI. That 
is, had this contract been a, cost plus fixed fee contract, the -m 
negotiating parties would have agreed that FOSS1 should receive a 
five percent (5%) (total fee) fixed fee assuming average 
performance. On the Cost Plus Award Fee basis, POSSI has a 
reduced fixed (base) fee (5% - 2% - 3X), as its contribution to 
the award fee pool and the DOE has provided the two percentage 
points that make the total award fee equal 4% of the initial 
estimated cost, POSSI is entitled to earn 5% fee (combined base 
and award) for average performance. For less than average 
performance, POSSI is at risk for 2%. For better than average 
performance, POSSI has a potential to add the DOE 2% 
contribution. POSSI is entitled to one half (50%) of the 
available award fee at an 80% performance score. To date, POSSI 
has received scores in excess of 91% or in excess of 90% of the 
award fee dollar pool. 

Incentive comparison. Whether or not the current award fee plan 
provides more or less of an incentive for POSSI than for DUCI can 
only be ascertained through comparison of the clarity and 
specificity of DOE senior management’s direction to POSSI and 
DUCI on the areas of performance they want (or wanted) the O&M 
contractor to emphasize as compared to the relative success of 
the two organizations in achieving the client’s goals. Only with 
clear direction can contractor management know its client’s goals 
and focus its abilities and resources to attain those goals. 
Consequently, by simple review of the page 37 graph we cannot 
comment on lesser or greater incentives for POSSI or DUCI as we 
have not reviewed DUCI’s award fee plan or subsequent 
performance. 

Availability of award fee funds. Further, the graph does not 
indicate the basic difference between available funds to DUCI and 
POSSI resulting from the roll over of DUCI’s unearned award fee 
from one period to the next period, POSSI’s unearned available 
fee is not carried forward as incentive funds once a specific 
award period has past. The approach used with DUCI permits a 
contractor to earn scores equating to as low as 50% of the earned 
award fee (the fixed fee equivalent) and recover 91% of the award 
fee available. Needless to say, this places a great incentive 
upon improving performance to recover otherwise lost cost, an 
incentive DOE has yet to make available to POSSI. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE POTENTIAL CONTRACTOR AWARD FEE * 

RECOVERY WITH ROLLOVER 

Award Period Earned Carry Award in Period 

1 $41,500 41,500 83,000 
2 62,250 62,250 124,500 
3 72,625 72,625 145,250 
4 77,813 77,812 155,625 
5 80,406 80,407 160,813 
6 81,703 81,703 163,406 
7 82,352 82,351 164,703 
8 82,676 82,675 165,351 
9 82,838 82,838 165,676 

10 82,919 82,919 165,838 
11 82,960 82,959 165,919 
12 82,980 82,980 165,960 

TOTAL AWARD 
FEE EARNED $913,022 (or 91% of the available money) 

Assumptions: 

$l,OOO,OOO Available Award Fee Pool 

12 Award Periods ($83,000 Award Fee Available per Period) 

Each Award Fee Period the Contractor earns a score for 
adequate performance (50% of available fee is earned). 

Added work does not bring added fee. As of November 7, 1983 
FOSS1 has received 106 Technical Directions which require (for 
the most part) the performance of work not planned by PCSSI. The 
estimated cost to perform this work is approximately $10 million. 
A similar number of written directions of a technical nature that 
were not formal Technical Directions have also been received. 
The estimated cost, base fee and available award fee have not 
been adgusted to recognize the added work. POSSI has been 
assured that the contract cost will be increased to cover the 
added work through overrun funding. The lack of individually 
negotiated estimates, however, results in non-specificity in the 
level of resources the client wants focused on a particular 
Techincal Direction, and frequently the dilution of other POSSI 
efforts to provide resources to perform a particular TD. This 
has the easily recognized result of (1) not providing more fee 
(positive incentive) to recognize POSSI’S performance of the 
Technical Directions and (2) providing negative incentive as 
FOSS1 can be hurt financially through evaluation of TD 
performance and can not be helped by it. There is also the more 
subtle effect of reducing the fee (and performance) incentive in 
the disciplines which were slighted in resources to provide for 
TD performance. 
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Award fee negotiations. The DOE/POSSI contract costs were 
negotiated at the same level they would have been negotfated on a 
cost plus fixed fee basis. They were estimated as sufficient for 
adequate performance fn all areas of contractually required 
scope l They were not nsgotiatad at a sufficiently high level to 
permit outstanding performance in all areas. The government 
generally does not need, and should not buy, excessive 
performance. Accordingly, whan, DOE evaluates performanCe in all 
areas of the contract scope on an unsatisfactory to outstanding 
scale, their assessment is, by necessity, based upon what can be 
performed by POSSI within the available resource limitations 
agreed to by the management of POSSI and the DOE/SPR. The award 
fee is administered in a manner that permits a reasonable 
expectation that it is possible for the contractor to perform at 
the hightest level of the expressed performance range. With this 
perspective, DOE has evaluated POSSI. repeatedly as outstanding 
performers. 

PLANS TO 1,MPROVE WAREROUSING FACILITIES 

Adequate warehousing. ECPs are in motion to improve (provide 
adequate) warehousing at three sites. 

POSSI ILS DEVELOPMENT PROGRESSING, 
BUT NOT AS RABIDLY AS EXPECTED 

Notable progress in ILS development. POSSI has made much 
progress in developing an ILS system. It has, in addition to 
what the draft letter states; i.e., submitted a draft ILS Master 
Plan for DOE approval, determined spare part requirements for 
mission-essential equipment and developed a property control 
system which DOE approved: (1) put on line at all sites a refined 
computerized preventive maintenance system with an automated 
scheduling system, (2) established an automated work order system 
and associated maintenance history file, (3) set up an operating 
computerized method for calculating equipment mean-down-times 
(MDT’S) and mean-run-times-between-failures (MTBF's) for 
reliability, availability and maintainability purposes, (4) 
written and published fifteen maintenance-related manuals, and 
(5) set up a logistic support analysis system which included 
failure modes and effects analysis, Although still requiring 
enhancements, a complete, basic ILS system is in place and 
functioning. 

Time needed for an ILS system built after design phase. It is 
difficult and time consuming to establish an operating ILS system 
"from scratch" on an operating project. ILS is meant to be 
established gradually and systematically during the design and 
construction phases of a project, not as a "catch-up" 
proposition. Also, building an ILS system must be a time-phased 
project, on which the completion of some items are necessary 
before others can be addressed, regardless of how many people may 
be working to develop the system. Success must be measured 
differently in an ILS system that is built after the project 
design phase. 
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ILS Master plan schedule adequate. With regard to the ILS Master 
Plan, the implicatfion in the GAO draft is that POSSI is remiss in 
its ILS pragram becawaa a second draft of the plan was not 
submitted until May of 1983. A first draft was submitted, by 
POSSI, and, reviewed and commented on by the DOE. A revised 
draft was then submitted by the contractor. This proscess on such 
a complex document is time consuming, but worthwhile. The 
submission dates were drscussed and agreed on by both parties 
(DOE and POSSI) considering the evolving document's complexity 
and the other ILS documents being produced simulataneously. That 
a final ILS Master Plan was not quickly approved does not mean 
FOSSI's was without ILS goals. The overriding intent during the 
preparation of the ILS Master Plan was to produce a quality 
document that was considered and concise. Undue haste may have 
had a deliterious effect on the Master Plan, other ILS activities 
and eventually operations. 

PROPERTY CONTROL SYSTEM 

Quality of property control records. Property control records 
have steadilly improved to the current point that they are in 
accordance with DOE regulations. Shortcomings in the- records 
that were apparent at various points in time while the property 
control system was being developed were foreseeable and resulted 
from the lack, (11 of identification of the government owned 
property and (2) of the basic system of control, rather than from 
the lack of automation. Automation of property controls provides 
efficiency of operation and a tie-in with ILS, purchasing and 
accounting. 

Manual system necessary before mechanization. It is imperative 
that an accurate, manual system be operational prior to 
mechanization. POSSI concentrated its prior efforts on 
establishing the currnt valid manual system and is now 
emphasizing development of an accurate mechanized property 
system. 

No accurate property record baseline to build on. POSSI had 
little benefit from the transfer of the previous COntraCtOr'S 

records system, but had to create and develop an inventory record 
system baseline utilizing incomplete and sometimes inaccurate 
transfer documentation. This manual system baseline was 
established early in the contract. DOE and POSSI consciously 
planned to construct a manual record system while development and 
implementation of a parallel automated system was underway. 
Early audits performed on site records did identify problems in 
record-keeping; however, it was understood that annual physical 
inventories would result in increasingly more accurate manual 
records. 

Inventory adjustments necessary. Subsequent property record 
audits were conducted during which reconciliation activities 
substantiated that some materials listed as transferred to POSSI 
were not in inventory. Additional material was found in inventory 
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with no evidence of transfer to POSSI. Completed inventory 
adjustment vouchers for five sites document $157,711.05 worth of 
materials listed in turnover documents as transferred to FOSS1 
yet not in inventory, 'giland $3,76$,716.74 worth of materials found 
in inventory withont ewlOdenec of transfer to PGSSI. Adjustment 
vouchers for the sixth site will be completed in December of this 
year. Appendix C documents the inventory adjustments. The 
overall results provide a more accurate property record-keeping 
system as substantiated by later GAO site visits, conducted in 
April, 1983. POSSI now has a viable property baseline. 

Development of Automated Property Record System. POSSI'S 
contractual requirements call for development and implementation 
of an automated Property record system. This effort was not 
complete at the time of the early audits. GAO audit personnel 
were advised, prior to their site visit, that the automated 
records lagged behind the manual records in transaction postings 
and the official record at the time of audit would be the manual 
record system, Today FOSSI's automated Property Record System 
has been implemented at all six sites and authentication with 
manual record systems is underway at four sites: Weeks Island, 
Bryan Mound, West Hackberry and Bayou Choctaw. POSSI has 
scheduled completion of the authentication and implementation 
process for all sites during December 1983. Subsequent to this 
period, a thirty-day validation period will ensure timely posting 
and updating of automated records prior to discontinuance of the 
manual system. 

Overall 

POSSI has made significant progress in the ILS and Property 
disciplines, and we intend to continue to improve both systems. 
Limited records at the time of POSSI's commencement on the SPR 
Project required the development of both systems from the ground 
up on a non-interference basis with leach/fill activities. 

POSSI and DOE have succeeded in providing the project with all 
necessary programs and expanded capabilities within the 
Integrated Logistics Support and Inventory Control Systems for 
the real time management and monitoring of O&M activities. The 
SPR program now has an automated, site-specific preventive 
maintenance system, has an automated maintenance history system 
which addresses reliability, availability and maintainability 
(RAM) and a quantitative, systematic method of measuring progress 
within RAM. The SPR now has a logistic support analysis system 
capable of many functions, (one of which is the systematic 
identification of spare parts requirements). 

POSSI has made similar progress in the development of accurate 
manual and automated systems of inventory control in the Personal 
and Real Property areas. POSSI now knows what it has, where it 
is and how much it cost, POSSI has provided ILS and Property 
Management systems that give DOE comprehensive support to its 
readiness for drawdown. 
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8 March 1984 

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General of the United States 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

The Committee on Energy and Natural Resources considers the 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) a high-priority national energy 
security program. An adequate and usable SPR is a key element of this 
Nation's efforts to provide protection against the consequences of an 
international oil supply interruption. 

On March 25, 1982, the Committee requested that the General 
Accounting Office monitor the SPR program activities, and report . 
quarterly by letter to the Committee as to the Administration’s 
progress in filling the SPR and in complying with the requirements of 
applicable law. 

We have been advised that during the course of your monitoring and 
reporting activities pursuant to this request, certain SPR issues have 
been found which may warrant additional GAO review. Accordingly, we 
request that the GAO, in consultation with the Committee, identify 
those matters which warrant review, and that the GAO report to the 
Committee the findings of such review, along with any reconrmendations. 

Given the importance that Congress and this Committee attaches to 
the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, it is essential that we be informed 
as rapidly as possible of any programmatic matters or other problems 
which may adversely affect the program. 

Please let us know if we can be of any assistance in carrying out 
this request. 

%!%a 
James A. McClure 

Ranking Mir!ority Member Chairman 

(306304) 
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